Spiritual Dowsing
by Jim Fallon
Spiritual dowsing or "broadcasting", as defined in the Huna guide to
pendulums, goes well beyond just getting ‘yes and no’ answers from a pendulum,
which is passive dowsing. This is simply asking a question and getting feedback
from the divination tool for the answer—like casting shaman stones. This can also
involve how to use the pendulum, not only to find lost objects or make daily
decisions, but to use an active form of dowsing, sometimes called spiritual
dowsing or broadcasting to deepen one’s self-realization, to move beyond the
duality of the third dimension, get into a shamanic state of consciousness, and
create positive change in one’s life through specific movements of the pendulum
that release limiting beliefs and unconscious resistance.
Spiritual, or what I like to call Pendulum, Magick is about making the
pendulum spin in a desired direction. This is similar to using shaman stones, using
the "secret shamanic method for getting what you want", described in Dr. King’s
book Urban Shaman.
Active dowsing, a.k.a. spiritual or pendulum magic, or broadcasting as
described in the Huna Guide to Pendulums, is simply making the pendulum spin
in a desired direction. You use the volitional aspect of your consciousness/will
along with your intention. this is also a means of tapping into the probable future
and changing probabilities. Simply put, making the desired intention more
probable.
Dowsing can be used as a way to access energetic information via changes
in the human energy field, which is brought about by changes in the autonomic
nerves and micro muscular movements of the body, called the ideomotor response.
You are simply training the ki mana energy within you to have a means of
expression, and a way for you to give it guidance and instruction. This simply
means that you can both receive and transmit subtle energy patterns to influence
your reality.
So, let's simplify this a little: In a nutshell: DOWSING is asking questions
and looking for answers and its , of either a casting or pendulum movement, is a
piece of INFORMATION. PENDULUM HEALING, or magic, or broadcasting, or
active dowsing, is creating CHANGE in our reality by focusing and directing our
intent with the help of a pendulum.

Pendulum healing results in an energetic change in the MATRIX, or Aka
field which should manifest relevant change on physical plane. How does this
happen? Your Ku, or body mind, or subconscious, is connected to this field, and
through the principle of Quantum entanglement (all things are connected) sends or
receives information from this field, and also influences it.
Hold the pendulum string or chain between the thumb and index finger of
the dominant hand. Let about 3 to 4 inches of string hand down. Either place the
pendulum over the area or situation that needs attention, or just over the open palm
of the non-dominant hand, or simply hold it at your heart level, about 6 to 12
inches away from the heart area where your heart is. If you want to energize
something, make the pendulum spin to the right. If you want to remove something,
spin it to the left.
As it spins, you can say a declaration of the desired intent, which the
movement of the pendulum will reinforce. You can let the pendulum spin until it
stops spinning, or you can stop it from spinning, and simply say "please continue".
Here we will look at Health as an example:
“Remove any blocks (person's name) to healing” (left spin)
“Search for all, remove all, clear all energy of disease” (left spin)
“Neutralize pain and traumatic energies” (left spin)
“Increase the healing power of my body” (right spin)
“Harmonize my relationship with all doctors, nurses and staff” (right spin)
“Install all required energies to heal (name condition)” (right spin).
In closing, remember a phrase from an old Elvis Presley song, "Jailhouse
Rock”: “…if you can't find a partner use a wooden chair.” In Spiritual or
Broadcasting uses, if you can’t find a pendulum, use your hand!!!
Happy Dowsing!

